GloptiPoly is a Matlab/SeDuMi add-on t o build and solve convex linear matrix inequality relaxations of the (generally non-convex) global optimization problem of minimizing a multivariable polynomial function subject to polynomial inequality, equality or integer constraints. It generates a series of lower bounds mono. tonically converging to the global optimum. Global o p tiniality is detected and isolated optimal solutions are extracted automatically, Numerical experiments show that for most of the small-and medium-scale problems described in the literature, the global optimum is reached at low computational cost.
Introduction
It is well known that most of the analysis and design problems in robust or non-linear control can be formulated as global optimization problems with polynomial objective and constraints. Generally, these optimization problems are highly non-convex, they may feature several local optima and cannot be solved efficiently. General purpose global optimization algorithms can be applied, but it is often done at a computational cost which is an exponential function of the number of decision variables. To overcome the use of computationally intensive algorithms, researchers have focused on the development of relaxation techniques relying on convex Optimization. Since the last decade, semidefinite programming, or optimization over linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), has established itself as one of the favorite relaxation technique in the systems and control community, see [2, 131 for a recent overview.
Conservatism is the price one has to pay when relaxing a non-convex problem. For example, sufficient (convex) stability conditions are frequently used instead of necessary and sufficient (non-convex) stability conditions when performing robust design. Generally speaking, there is a trade-off between the amount of conserJean-Bernard Lasserre LAAS-CNRS Toulouse FR lasserre@laas.fr www. laas.fr/-lasserre vatism and the computational cost when solving a nonconvex problem. Because the amount of conservatism inherent to LMI relaxation techniques cannot always be measured accurately, there has been recently a surge of interest in approaches allowing to increase gradually computational complexity while removing conservatism. Most of these approaches are based on standard results such as the decomposition of multivariable polynomials as sum of squares or the convex (LMI) parametrization of the cone of positive polynomials. Chapter [lo] and manuscript Ill] are good references on the topic. Independently, an alternative approach based on the theory of moments has been developed in [6] and [7] . Roughly speaking, the relaxation technique described in 161 allows to build systematically a series of (convex) LMI relaxations of increasing size, whose optima are guaranteed theoretically t o converge monotically to the global optimum of theoriginal (nonconvex) global optimization problem. In order to specify both the objective and the constraint to GloptiPoly, we first transform the problem into a minimization problem over non-negative constraints, i.e.
Then we invoke GloptiPoly with a four-matrix input cell array: the first matrix corresponds to the criterion t o be minimized, and the remaining matrices correspond to the non-negative constraints t o be satisfied: To define this problem with GloptiPoly we use the following Matlab script:
['xl*(4*x1-4*xz+4*x3-zo)+xz*(2*xz-z*x3+9~' . . . Both second and third LMI relaxations return tighter lower bounds on the global optimum. Eventually global optimality is reached at the fourth LMI relaxation (certified by s t a t u s = 1). GloptiPoly also returns two globally optimal solutions z1 = 2, 51 = 0, 2 3 = 0 and z1 = 0 . 5 ,~~ = 0, z3 = 3 leading to c r i t = -4.0000. s,1,3,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1~~=2; >> P.c~sub2ind(P.s. 1.1,1,1,1,1,1,1~1,3~~=10; create a sparse matrix P . c requiring only 140 bytes for storage.
As shown in the next
Note however that the maximum index allowed by Matlab t o refer to an element in a vector is 23' -2 = 2147483646. As a result, if d denotes the maximum d e gree and n the number of variables in the optimization problem, then the current version of GloptiPoly cannot handle polynomials for which ( d + I)" > Z31. For example, GloptiPoly cannot handle quadratic polynomials with more than 19 variables.
Features
As shown by the above numerical examples, GloptiPoly is designed to solve an LMI relaxation of a given order, so it can be invoked iteratively with increasing orders until the global optimuvl is reached. Asymptotic convergence of the optimal values of the LMI relaxations to the global optimal value of the original problem is ensured under mild technical assumptions satisfied in many practical optimization problems, see All the computations in this section were carried out with Matlab 6.1 and SeDuMi 1.05 with relative accnracy pars. eps = le-9 on a P C with a Pentium IV 1.6 Mhz processor with 512 Mb RAM.
Continuous optimization problems
We report in Table 1 the performance of GloptiPoly on a series of benchmark non-convex continuous optimization problems. For each problem we indicated the number of decision variables 'var', the number of inequality or equality constraints 'cstr', and the maximum degree arising in the polynomial expressions 'deg'. In almost all reported instances the global optimum w u reached exactly by an LMI relaxation of small order, reported in the column entitled 'order'. CPU times are in seconds. GloptiPoly must be considered as a general-purpose software with a user-friendly interface to solve in a unified way a wide range of non-convex optimization problems. As such, it cannot be considered as a competitor to specialized codes for solving e.g. polynomial systems of equations or large combinatorial problems. 
